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a b s t r a c t 

Automatically generating a natural sentence describing the content of an image has been extensively re- 

searched in artificial intelligence recently, and it bridges the gap between computer vision and natural 

language processing communities. Most of existing captioning frameworks rely heavily on the visual con- 

tent, while rarely being aware of the sentimental information. In this paper, we introduce the affective 

concepts to enhance the emotion expressibility of text descriptions. We achieve this goal by compos- 

ing appropriate emotional concepts to sentences, which is calculated from large-scale visual and textual 

repositories by learning both content and linguistic modules. We extract visual and textual representa- 

tions respectively, followed by combining the latent codes of the two components into a low-dimensional 

subspace. After that, we decode the combined latent representations and finally generate the affective im- 

age captions. We evaluate our method on the SentiCap dataset, which was established with sentimental 

adjective noun pairs, and evaluate the emotional descriptions with several qualitative and human incep- 

tion metrics. The experimental results demonstrate the capability of our method for analyzing the latent 

emotion of an image and providing the affective description which caters to human cognition. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

In the community of artificial intelligence, automatically de-

scribing the visual content of images is a very challenging task.

This kind of task is often referred as image captioning, which aims

to “paint a picture in your mind’s eye” [1] . In the past few years,

many researche rs have made considerable progress in the devel-

opment of image captioning while large corpora with paired image

and descriptions (e.g., MS COCO [2] and Flickr8k [3] ) has been con-

structed to assist the task of image description generation. While

existing approaches pay much attention to the object recognition

in the image content, they lack the ability of giving emotional ex-

pressions. While object recognition reflects the objective existence

in images, the emotions for an image arise in the viewer are highly

subjective [4] . 

Emotion always serves as an important factor in human per-

ception and helps to produce vivid images in human minds. In

Fig. 1 , we show comparison between captions derived from tradi-

tional content-based captioning methods and the proposed method

based on affective concepts. As shown in the examples, the sen-

tences produced by the traditional captioning methods usually do
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ot contain emotional components in the generated descriptions.

ince traditional captions focus on articulating visual contents in

mages, the generated sentences are usually lack of distinctiveness

nd attractiveness since they are formed based on similar factual

oncepts. In contrast, it is easy for us to find that the sentence

The two cats sitting on the floor looks happily’ in Fig. 1 describes

he cat with orange fur. The incorporation of emotional expres-

ion makes it much more distinctive in the descriptions of images.

oreover, the expression of emotional content will enrich the ex-

ressibility of sentences and make them more attractive. Compared

o the flat description that most current captioning systems have

roduced, the emotional captions induce attractive and distinctive

escriptions. 

Note there are several difficulties when combining the emo-

ional expressions with factual descriptions [5] . At first, not all im-

ges have a strong sentiment polarity of either positive or negative

motion. According to the human perception investigation, emo-

ion ambiguity as well as nonexistences exist in a large volume of

mage [6] . For these images, we should allow users to control the

ecognition of emotions and the polarity of sentimental captions.

hen, the extracted affective concepts are discrete in the original

pace, which needs to be projected into a quantitative continu-

us space for the following operation. Finally, the set of affective

oncepts is coarse if we directly retrieve the large-scale textual

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2018.03.078
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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Fig. 1. The comparison between traditional content-based captioning methods and the proposed algorithm which incorporates various affective concepts. The descriptions 

derived from our algorithm show advantages against the content-based methods in mainly two aspects, i.e., distinctiveness and attractiveness. Top: The illustration of 

distinctiveness. Traditional caption gives a description of what exists in the image and what it is doing, which can be simply copied by many images with similar scene 

(e.g., the four cat images can be described with the same caption). This can be handled with the proposed affective incorporation. Bottom: The example of attractiveness. 

The traditional caption is also insipid with the factual illustration of objects and actions. The incorporation of more affective adverbs introduces a vivid component of the 

sentence, which attracts more attention of human viewers. 
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orpora. Therefore, we need to do proper pre-processing to filter

he noisy and unusual concepts. 

In this paper, we propose to generate vivid image descriptions,

.e., captions with distinctiveness and attractiveness, by incorpo-

ating emotional expressions. To address this problem, we incor-

orate the information of lingual corpora and visual representa-

ions of the emotional units. Two basic components are utilized

n our system to generate vivid image descriptions: Long Short-

erm Memory (LSTM) [7] and affective concepts modeling. The em-

loyed LSTM module for caption generation with the CNN and

NN models follows the encoder-decoder framework [8] . We ap-

ly this module to generate vivid image captions for assembling

asic sentences. In addition, we also introduce the affective con-

epts into the framework which generates emotional expressions

ith the following principles: (1) linking to emotions; (2) being

requently used; (3) can be detected reasonably. We exploit psy-

hological theory and textual corpora to extract a candidate list

f affective concepts specific to the domain of emotional expres-

ions. With pre-trained captions and affective concepts, we map

he emotional elements to the parse tree of sentence following

uzentsova et al. [9] . Note that affective captions are related to

motional content and textual sentences, cross-modal features are

emanded to satisfy the generation. The work [10] also illustrated

he superiority of multi-scale evidences in many tasks, motivat-

ng us to generate emotional captions by combining lingual in-

ormation and visual data to construct affective descriptions via

ombining emotional concepts with prepared data. To effectively

odel emotions, we mainly consider two key aspects as follows.

irst, there are extensive works which investigate image senti-

ents by solving the affective image classification problem. Effec-

ive emotion detectors, such as SentiBank [11] , have been designed

or affective predictions. A large-scale visual sentiment ontology is

onstructed as well based on the Plutchnik’s Wheel of Emotions

12] . Moreover, as rare work models affective content in sentences,

t is required to enhance the compatibility between visual senti-

ental features and textual representations for the generation of

ffective descriptions [13] . While we leverage visual detectors to

apture emotional information in the content module, we further

tilize a linguistic module so as to integrate both textual and visual

omponents. 
In summary, our contributions can be summarized in two folds.

irst, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to incorpo-

ate multiple affective expressions in image captioning. Second, we

ather the candidate list of affective concepts and incorporate both

extual and visual components to generate distinctive and attrac-

ive captions. Extensive experiments on both automatic metrics

nd crowd-sourcing metrics demonstrate the efficacy of the pro-

osed framework to generate captions with distinctiveness and at-

ractiveness. 

. Related work 

Automatically generating emotional descriptions requires both 

mage captioning and sentiment recognition in the field of artificial

ntelligence. While traditional image captioning systems provide a

actual description of the image contents, including the relations

mong each other and the activities they are involved, the recent

dvances of affective image classification tasks makes it possible to

utomatically generate vivid descriptions with attractive styles. In

his section, we discuss the related works by summarizing image

aptioning tasks investigated in the field, and review how emo-

ions for a given image can be identified with computer vision

echniques. 

.1. Traditional image captioning systems 

Automatically describing the content of a given image has be-

ome a focal task nowadays which connects the computer vision

CV) and natural language processing (NLP) [8] . Most early image

aptioning systems aim at generating natural language descriptions

or images and their regions, which relies on the similarity re-

rieval with the assistances of objects and attributes [3,14,15] , inte-

rating sentence fragments (e.g., object-scene-action [14] , subject-

erb-object [16] and object-attribute-propositions [15] ) and global

mage context [17] . 

In general, the paradigms which handle the image caption-

ng problems leverage the well-labeled datasets, including images

nd their sentence descriptions, to learn about the intrinsic cor-

espondence between the language and visual component. They

an be split into two families, i.e., top-down and bottom-up based
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methods. The top-down based strategy targets at transforming

images into sentences directly via learning a global latent repre-

sentation. Contrarily, the bottom-up based method picks out ap-

propriate words which correspond to different parts of the given

image followed by combining them into a sentence via proper re-

current networks. With the development of recurrent neural net-

works (RNNs), the top-down paradigm shows favorable perfor-

mance in various captioning tasks, which induce powerful deep

formulations in the community [14] . 

In the generation of image caption, convolutional neural net-

works (CNN) bring great advances due to their strong capabil-

ity to learn distinctive representations of the visual contents [18–

20] . Also, for the captioning of a given image which is related

to both visual recognition and description generation, the word-

level language model as well as the visual formulation play very

important roles in the task [8] . Recently, the progress of com-

putation power and large-scale well-labeled datasets boosted the

performance of deep language models, including RNNs [21] . Subse-

quently, researchers proposed to incorporate the CNN-based image

representations and RNN-based language models for generating

better captions. Vinvals et al. [8] suggested to seed the RNN-based

models with CNN features, which makes great progress in the

tasks of image description generation. Inspired by that, the incor-

poration of CNNs and RNNs was adopted in many works [22,23] .

Generally, the CNN model serves as a high-level feature extractor

while RNN models the sequence of words for generating captions

for a given image. Furthermore, the CNN and RNN models are inte-

grated into a multi-modal framework (termed as CNN+RNN in the

remainder) [24–26] , in which the CNN and RNN interact with each

other in the multi-modal space and predict captions word by word.

In addition, the long short term memory (LSTM) [7] unit has been

widely adopted in RNN-based language models, which preserves

long-term information and prevents the overfitting problem. Due

to its computational efficacy and simplicity, we utilize the compet-

itive system of CNN+RNN with LSTM units as our basic sentence

generation engine in this paper. 

Under the framework of CNN+RNN, the deep captioning tasks

can be grouped into three orientations with different attentions,

i.e., generating descriptions based on the global information or lo-

cal components of the image, discovering new concepts beyond

the image. Generating description for the global image is the most

popular task investigated by researchers, which is to generate more

natural and accurate description for a given image. Most works

[27–29] utilized CNN models to extract features for the whole im-

age and then fed the learned representations into RNN for de-

scriptions. This kind of works focused on the significant objects

or scenes contained in images, where the task assigns one label

for each image. Recently, the rapid development of object detec-

tion induces the ability of models that efficiently identify and label

multiple salient regions in an image [30] . Therefore, the systems

[31,32] can focus on the salient component during each step, which

trains a model to predict a set of descriptions across regions of an

image for richer and interesting descriptions. For example, Justin

et al. [33] proposed a fully convolutional localize network (FCLN)

for dense captioning based on object detection and language mod-

els. The FCLN model detects a set of meaningful regions and asso-

ciates them with captions. There are also systems [34–37] based on

the local regions that expand the complexity of label space from a

fixed set of categories about the sequence of words, making them

able to express significantly richer concepts. Apart from the con-

tributions with accurate descriptions and precise localization, the

coverage of captioning is expanded as well. [25,38] proposed to

describe the objects which never occur in the dataset. [25] con-

structed three novel concept datasets supplementing the informa-

tion shortage of objects while [38] learned the knowledge from un-

paired visual and text data. 
[39] proposed to add adjectives in the descriptions on the ba-

is of SentiBank [11] . According to [39] , the emotional information

s also an important component in the generation of captions, of

hich images in the range of some adjective nouns pairs (ANPs)

re crawled from the Flickr without any checkout. With so much

ontribution devoted to the fields of image captioning, we pro-

osed to introduce richer emotion concept into the image descrip-

ion. Unlike prior works which focused on the coverage of object

ecognition, we aim to convey emotional components hidden in

mages for a vivid expression. 

.2. Sentiment recognition 

Strong sentiments embedded in images strengthen the opin-

on conveyed in the content, which can influence others effec-

ively [40] . The awareness of emotion components included in a

icture will benefit the understanding of the image for people. In

he field of image captioning, concrete object concepts have been

idely studied, of which the universal forms to model descrip-

ions for the whole image has been adopted in a wide range of

orks [19,28,29] . Recently, researchers suggested that apart from

isual objects, emotions contained in images should be considered

nd fusion on various modality has been studied as well [41,42] .

he fusion works motivate us to encode sentiment recognition

rom both visual and textual channel in the captioning, so that the

nter-modality knowledge can be well integrated. Specifically, they

ointed out that abundant human intuition and emotion are hid-

en in creative applications such as visual art and music, but ex-

sting works lack the ability to model and utilize this information

43–45] . Image sentiment attracts more and more attention nowa-

ays, and many researchers attempt to model emotion existence

ontained in images. Particularly, affective image classification is

he hottest topic in emotion modeling. 

Inspired by psychological and art theories [46] , Machajdik et al.

4] proposed to predict emotions with low-level features, e.g., tex-

ure and color, extracted from images. Furthermore, the mid-level

epresentations are studied to fill the semantic gaps between low-

evel features in human intuition. Zhao et al. [47] came up with

he principle-of-arts features to predict the emotion for a given

mage. Meanwhile, Borth et al. [11] utilized the rich repository

f image sources on the web to generate an emotion detector,

hich is of 1200 dimensions corresponding to the Adjective Nouns

airs(ANPs). There are also many works [4 8,4 9] tried to improve

he affective image classification variously, for example, You et al.

50,51] incorporated large-scale noisy machine labeled data to im-

rove the performance of the recognition. 

More recently, a deep neural network has been introduced ex-

ensively to deal with emotion modeling problems. For example,

52] extended the SentiBank to DeepSentiBank based on the Caffe

odel [53] . Besides, trial on the deep architecture [50] and re-

iable benchmark [54] was established as well. Images have in-

reased rapidly in human life, not only existed as a figural nar-

ation but also a carrier of affects. Nowadays, ’kid is not only a

id’ in human intuition, the mind state of the child is always at-

ractive, but the feeling is also brought from animals in the pic-

ure. Wang et al. [46] suggested the Emotional Semantic Image Re-

rival (ESIR), which is built to mimic human decisions and provide

he users with tools to integrate emotional components to their

reative works. [4] classified images from the affective aspect by

sing low-level features, extracted texture and color information

rom images. [11] crawled large-scale images from the web to train

 sentiment detector targeting at affective image classification to

earn what emotions are associated with the pictures. Meanwhile,

ividness is a test indicator in the field of mental imagery [55] .

hough the [39] modeled adjective descriptions with the aid of
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NPs, sentiments haven’t been presented directly or clearly since

NPs are essentially an assistant tool for emotion prediction. 

In fact, there are already extensive works attempting to in-

orporate novel concepts to enhance the descriptiveness of image

aptions. It is known that the large-scale data is important for

aptioning knowledge learning. Although there are image-caption

atasets, such as the MS-COCO and Flickr8k, which provide large

olume of paired images and sentences, these datasets may not

e enough to introduce novel concepts into the image captioning.

ao et al. [25] proposed to handle the problem of learning new

ategories of objects from a handful of examples due to the impor-

ance of data transfer. They enlarge the word dictionary to cover

ovel concepts for the description followed by adopting a trans-

osed weight strategy for incorporation. Hendricks et al. [38] fur-

her developed the task with deep lexical classifier and caption

odel. They handle objects which are unseen in paired images

nd sentences with independent text corpora and train the lexi-

al classifier via fine-tuned CNNs. The captioning model integrates

arameters from the lexical classifier and the language model for

enerating image descriptions with unseen objects. Besides exten-

ions on cognitive-level information, Gan et al. [56] introduced the

tylized factors to enrich the expressibility of caption and make it

ore attractive. They set this kind of tasks with humorous and

omantic styles. Since users always struggle to come up with an

ttractive title when uploading images, it is valuable if the ma-

hine could automatically recommend attractive captions based on

he content of images. A novel framework, named StyleNet, en-

bles the production of descriptions with styles using monolin-

ual stylized language corpus and standard captioning datasets. In-

pired by these works, we propose a framework which incorpo-

ates two basic modules to generate emotional descriptions, i.e.,

he caption model and the affective concepts model. The caption

odel refers to the standard processing of language via the frame-

ork of CNN+RNN, as was introduced previously. To the best of

ur knowledge, this is the first work that introduces the rich af-

ective concept indicating visual emotions proposed into the image

aptioning. Nevertheless, it is hard to capture the inherent connec-

ions between various emotions and corresponding sentences. To

raw the novel concepts into the original sources, [57,58] propose

o cope such elements as a bag and instances. In details, they dis-

over the joint configurations whose the labels are assigned to the

nstances. Motivated by this strategy, we propose a candidate list

f affective concepts with psychological theory and map them into

ord embeddings via large text corpora. In the generate of affec-

ive descriptions, we aim to pick out proper affective concepts and

use into text sentences. For the images, we train emotion classi-

ers with large sentiment datasets. The final affective concepts are

earned through weighted function seeded by visual features and

ord-embeddings. 

. Preliminary 

In this paper, we deal with the generation of emotional de-

criptions. It is common to train the image captioning models us-

ng the paired image and sentence data, i.e ., the MS-COCO and

lickr8k datasets. However, there is no existing paired data con-

idering emotional expressions. The construction of well-labeled

raining data costs too much human-resources and the retraining

f deep captioning models is time consumption. Therefore, we ex-

lore algorithms to address the problem with relevant textual in-

ormation and visual sources. Two main modules are developed in

his work: the emotion classifier and the captioning model. The

aptioning model refers to elementary descriptions which reflects

ubstantial visual contents while the emotional classifier recog-

izes emotional polarity in images. Then we produce affective de-
criptions by integrating the two basic components with respect to

he factual information and affective concepts. 

.1. Image captioning with LSTM 

We adopt the joint CNN+RNN architecture and integrate the

motion classifier for the generation of descriptions with affective

oncepts. 

The joint CNN+RNN architecture takes an image I as input and

s trained to maximize the likelihood p ( S | I ) of producing a target

equence of words S = { s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s t } , where each word s t is orga-

ized adequately to describe the visual contents of each image. In

his framework, the CNN model captures visual information con-

ained in images and sends the features into RNN as a latent code

or generating the descriptions. The CNN model has shown great

erformance in producing a rich representation of the input image

y embedding it to a fixed-length vector. Thus, the encoder ‘CNN’

reates the proper features and sends it to the decoder ‘RNN’ to

enerate sentences. 

Generally, LSTM [7] is adapted to the model of RNN as an im-

ortant unit dealing with long term information and solving the

anishing and exploding gradients problems of conventional RNN

rchitectures. The core of LSTM is a memory cell c encoding the

nowledge of the input at each time step that has been observed

nd the gates which determine when and how much information

hould be conveyed to other modules. The “gates” take control of

he memory cell via a binary value, i.e., 0 or 1. The collaboration

f three gates i.e., the input gate i t , output gate o t and forget gate

 t , determine what to be output and updated through the memory

ell, which are defined respectively as follows: 

 t = sig(W ix x t + W ih h t−1 ) (1)

 t = sig(W ox x t + W oh h t−1 ) (2)

f t = sig(W f x x t + W f h h t−1 ) (3)

here t denotes the time step under the updating rule, x t is the

urrent state and h t is the hidden state at time step t for each

ate, sig ( · ) refers to the sigmoid function and W denotes the pa-

ameters which need to be learned in the framework. In addition,

here is a memory cell c t which takes the previous memory c t−1 

nto account: 

 t = f t � c t−1 + i t � tanh (W cx x t + W ch h t−1 ) (4)

here tanh ( · ) is the hyperbolic tangent function, and � repre-

ents the operation of element-wise product. h t records the mem-

ry transferred to the hidden states and it is defined as: 

 t = o t � c t (5) 

he obtained h t is then fed into a softmax layer for the probability

istribution over sequential words, which is defined as follows: 

p t+1 = sof tmax (Ch t ) (6)

ere, p t+1 denotes the probability distribution over all words in 

he vocabulary, and C is the weight vector. The image I is input

nto the LSTM at the time step t = −1 to form the visual informa-

ion. Then the corresponding words are generated one by one to

inimize the loss of construction for completing the sentence. 

The joint CNN+RNN strategy is commonly-used in literature

8,20,56] and we apply it to generate basic factual descriptions

or each image. The basic captions will serve as prior knowledge

or the following word-level embeddings of new concepts and be

sed as the base for generating the proposed emotional descrip-

ions. Details will be given in the Section 4 . 
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Table 1 

Examples for the candidate set of affective concepts which are derived from retrieving the textual corpora, 

i.e., WordNet. We utilize keywords of the eight emotions as the exploring indexes and pick out their Synsets 

according to definitions and usage examples. As shown, the selected concepts are both diversified and ex- 

pressive. 

Emotions Affective concepts 

Amuse Happy; happily; blessed; blessing; blissful; bright; laughing; funny; funnily; 

Awe Awesome; impressive; amazing; astonishing; baronial; dazzling; dramatically; thundering; 

Content In content; satisfied; with satisfaction; pleasing; gratifying; fulfilled 

Excite Exciting; infusive; exhilaratingly; incitant; cordial; feverish; 

Anger Aggravated; black; choleric; huffy; hot under the collar; indignant; irate; livid; smoldering 

Disgust Feel sick; unhealthy; awful; awfully; bad; repulsive; offensive 

Fear Afraid; aghast; apprehensive; frightened; horrified; terror-stricken; white-lipped; panicky 

Sad Bittersweet; doleful; heavyhearted; melancholy; pensive; tragic 
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3.2. Affective concept 

In order to model emotion content via image descriptions, one

of the key challenges is the expressibility of emotion concepts.

While existing paired image data lacks the sentiment expressions

in the labeled sentences, we first introduce the set of affective

concepts which consist of adjectives, adverbs and phrases derived

from major emotions. Generally, a sentence may consist of various

words. For example, the sentence ‘There is a man with a simile on

his face’ is composed of ten simple words, where only the word

‘smile’ is one of the affective concepts, as it is capable to reflect-

ing emotional information. In this section, we investigate and ap-

ply the psychological theory, i.e., the Mikel’s Wheel of Emotions

[59] , as the guiding principle to build a candidate set of affective

concepts. Then, we conduct operations to filter the coarse set and

embed each of the concepts into a quantitative feature space for

ease of computation. 

There are eight basic emotions defined by in the Mikel’s the-

ory. It is similar to the Plutchik’s wheel [12] with richer concepts,

treating emotions as discrete categories and then enhancing them

in three valences. Meanwhile, the Mikel’s wheel defines pairwise

emotion distance as 1 + k where k denotes “the number of steps

required to reach one emotion from another on the Mikelsâ wheel”

[59] . Considering the diversity of languages, we query affective

concepts with 24 keywords (eight emotions enhanced with three

valences, namely three detailed keywords for each emotion) in the

Plutchik’s wheel to construct a sufficient set of concepts. The em-

ployed keywords for 8 emotions are shown as follows: 

• Amuse: ecstasy → joy → serenity; 

• Content: admiration → trust → acceptance; 

• Awe: vigilance → anticipation → interest 

• Excite: amazement → surprise → distraction 

• Fear: terror → fear → apprehension; 

• Sad: grief → sadness → pensiveness 

• Disgust: loathing → disgust → boredom 

• Anger: rage → anger → annoyance 

With keywords prepared, we expand a set of affective concepts

in the form of adjective, adverb or phrase in the corpora of Word-

Net [61] . WordNet groups English words into sets of synonyms

termed as the Synsets, provides short definitions and usage exam-

ples, and records a number of connections among these synonym

sets or their members. It is considered as a combination of dic-

tionary and thesaurus, and has been widely applied in the field of

automatic text analysis and artificial intelligence. There are several

popular linguistics-based corpora which provide alternative con-

cepts with the guidance of emotional keywords. In this paper, we

employ the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [62] to create the can-

didate set of affective concepts via the characteristics in the Word-

Net, e.g., The Synsets. 
.2.1. Concepts analysis 

The keywords query process provide a coarse collection of af-

ective concepts. To give an applicable candidate set of concepts

or the generation of emotional image descriptions, it is necessary

o filter the original set and remove noises. We first remove the

bvious stop words and perform the stemming operation for a ba-

ic filtering. Then, the concepts with a frequency of lower than 5

re discarded for the sake of comprehensible sentences, since users

o not want to describe an image with tricky words. In addition,

e invite ten experienced students to check the remaining con-

epts. Each student is aware of the emotional category for each of

he candidate concept. They are asked to pick out all the confusing

oncepts (which often have relations to other emotions). Concepts

ith more than five negative marks (half of the annotators) are

lso eliminated from the set. Finally, we generate over 30 affective

oncepts for each of the 8 emotions in average, of which several

xamples can be found in Table 1 . As shown, the first column in-

ludes eight major emotions considered in this paper. We present

ffective concepts with similar or closed definitions with the key

motions. Note annotators are not limited to utilize phrases in-

luded in the set of affective concepts. Descriptive words are al-

owed considering the diversity and smoothness of natural sen-

ences. 

The top-left and bottom plot in Fig. 2 presents the Mikel’s

heel and the chain form of the pie in this paper. The distance of

motions, termed as dist ( E 1 , E 2 ), refers to the distance between the

motions E 1 and E 2 , which is computed using 1 + k as illustrated

reviously [63] . 

.2.2. Continuous ranking 

According to the Mikel’s wheel, we extract eight main emo-

ions and induce a richer set of affective concepts than existing

orks [39] . In the framework of emotional descriptions genera-

ion, we aim to estimate the affective concepts for each image and

mbed the emotional words into sentences. However, it is diffi-

ult to distinguish the concepts of intra-category since they are

emantically close and the precise selection relies on the effec-

ive prior knowledge in the linguistic community. Therefore, in-

pired by the pairwise emotion distance defined in the Mikel’s

heel [59] , we compute the continuous emotional projection of

ffective concepts considering the polarity property among emo-

ions. Specifically, since the eight basic emotions can be grouped

nto two polarities, i.e., positive and negative emotion, we calculate

he pairwise distance for each concept pair by ignoring the influ-

nce caused by the gap between the positive and negative polari-

ies. For example, the distance between ‘Amuse’ and ‘Awe’ should

e smaller than between ‘Amuse’ and ‘Anger’, while the traditional

heel indicates the opposite result. In that case, we cut the wheel

t the junction of ‘Anger’ and ‘Amuse’ and stretch it to a chain as

hown in the bottom plot of Fig. 2 . By modifying the computation
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Fig. 2. The Mikel’s emotion wheel [59] and the visualization of the embedding of several emotional concepts. For the Mikel’s emotion wheel, emotions with black marks 

are positive, otherwise negative. As shown in the pie on left-top, the numbers indicate Mikel’s emotion distance from ‘Amuse’ to other emotions, which ignore the gaps 

between the positive and negative. In our paper, we decompose the pie into the form of chain as shown in the bottom of the figure to make the ‘Amuse’ and ‘Fear’ disjoint. 

By utilizing the emotion distance, we calculate the continuous distance among affective concepts via feature embedding. The right-top plot visualizes several concepts in 

dimensional space using t-SNE [60] . As shown in the figure, the affective concept can be distinguished in the embedding space, especially for the concepts with different 

sentiment polarity. 
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rocess, the pairwise emotion distance between ‘Amuse’ and

anger’ is 7 instead of 1, which caters to the human cognition. 

Furthermore, for affective concepts of intra-category, we pro-

ose to rank them with continuous probabilities. The candidate

et of affective concepts are retrieved with emotions enhanced

n continuous valence. Note that the relationship between key-

ords and concepts is of one-to-many fashion, so the affective

oncepts cannot be put into a continuous space directly. We solve

his problem by employing the word embedding. Specifically, we

rain the Glove [64] with large text corpora (details will be given

n Section 4 ), which generates the word embedding representa-

ions for the following operations. In addition, we append a bias

erm to the embedding. Hence, the affective concepts AF are rep-

esented as: AF = [ f e ; b] , where f e denotes the features from word

mbedding and b ∈ R 

8 denotes the emotional category bias derived

rom the improved Mikel’s emotion wheel as shown in the bottom

lot of Fig. 2 . Each entry in b indicates the distance between the

ategory of affective concepts and other emotion categories. For

xample, the bias item of an affective concept belongs to Awe is

3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] where the distance is computed based on the

equence given by the Mikel’s emotion wheel [59] . In Fig. 2 , we

how several example concepts in the projection space via the t-

NE tool [60] for visualization. As shown in the figure, the distri-

utions of affective concepts in the learned projection space can

roperly match the cognitive distance among emotions. The phe-

omenon demonstrates the effectiveness of the concatenation of

ord embeddings and emotional bias for representing the affec-

ive concepts, which will be used in the proposed framework of

motional caption generation. 

. Proposed approach 

We illustrate the framework of the proposed affective image

aptioning method in Fig. 3 , which can compose proper affec-

ive concepts into sentences via learning a sentiment recogni-

ion model. Due to the lack of well-labeled image-caption paired

ataset, in this paper, we extract emotional expressions with un-

aired visual and textual repositories by learning with both con-

ent and linguistic modules. The introduction of the linguistic mod-

le is to guarantee the compatibility between visual and textual
eatures. We utilize detectors developed from affective image clas-

ification tasks to extract visual sentimental representations, fol-

owed by learning the word vector representations for emotion ex-

ressions. For the sake of affective descriptions, we encode the

ross-modal features to capture the correspondences between vi-

ual and textual channel. Sequentially, we are able to understand

he emotional information and transfer it to text descriptions. De-

ails will be given in the following sections. 

.1. Content module 

For the sake of emotional description generation, we first ex-

ract the sentiment representations for each image using the con-

olutional neural network (CNN). Then we employ the off-the-

helf recurrent neural network (RNN) on the learned latent space

o generate affective sentences. In this subsection, we exploit the

motion category for each image. 

The commonly-used CNN model is pre-trained on the large-

cale visual recognition challenge, i.e., ImageNet [65] , which pro-

ides cognitive knowledge from 10 0 0 categories. To analyze and

nderstand image emotions in measurable representations, we

arry the fine-tuning of a CNN model on the large-scale emotion

ataset to process affective knowledge. We employ the large-scale

motion dataset established by You et al. [54] , termed as the FI

ataset, which supplies sufficient data to prompt the learning of

ovel information on other communities. As shown in Table 2 , the

I dataset consists of 90,0 0 0 images with weak labels (each image

s either positive or negative), among which over 23,0 0 0 images

re well labeled with eight emotions. According to Morina et al.

54] , the construction of FI follows the Mikel’s emotion definition

ystem by querying the image search engines from the Internet

sing the eight emotion as keywords. Similarly, we collect a can-

idate list of affective concepts from WordNet using the queries

rom Mikel’s emotion definition system. We then conduct the fil-

ering and continuous ranking process on the list as illustrated in

ection 3.2.2 . The basic CNN model is the VGGNet [66] , which is

re-trained on the training split of ILSVRC-2012 dataset [65] . We

mplement the procedure of fine-tuning on the well-labeled sub-

et of the FI datasets to induce the attractiveness of emotional ex-

ressibility. The features of the fully connected layer is employed
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Fig. 3. The framework ( Middle ) of the proposed affective image captioning algorithm which mainly consists of two parts, i.e ., content module ( Bottom ) and linguistic module 

( Top ). The content module maps images to deep representations to predict the emotions via knowledge transfer, which is trained on a large benchmark of affective images. 

The linguistic module takes the deep representations as input, followed by embedding the learned words into latent representation space. It then captures the nearest 

concepts by using the off-the-shelf clustering methods and get the frequency vector as output. The weights learning component incorporates the analysis from both visual 

and textual representations to generate the affective sentences. 

Table 2 

Statistics of the large-scale FI dataset. The ‘Weakly’ label denotes that each image is annotated by either 

positive or negative emotion. The ‘Well’ label indicates that the image is annotated by eight kinds of emo- 

tions according to the Mikel’s wheel. As shown, each of the eight emotion categories consists of over 1,0 0 0 

images, which is sufficient for learning the distribution of emotion. 

Label Amuse Content Awe Excite Fear Sad Disgust Anger All 

Weakly 11,0 0 0 11,0 0 0 11,0 0 0 11,0 0 0 13,0 0 0 110,00 11,0 0 0 11,0 0 0 90,0 0 0 

Well 4942 5374 3151 2963 1032 2922 1658 1266 23,308 
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for the emotion representations of each image, named as f I . As the

lack of affective concepts in traditional tasks, it requires to inte-

grate the collected affective concepts into original factual descrip-

tions. The render of the linguistic module guarantees the com-

patibility between visual sentimental representations and affective

concepts. 

4.2. Linguistic module 

In the module of content analysis, we recognize the emo-

tional category with visual representations. Since we incorporate

the most appropriate concepts to the descriptions for images, it

is required to refine affective concepts rather than simple classifi-

cations on eight emotions. Though we predict emotions from the

visual data, the generation of emotional captions is limited since

the absence of affective concepts in traditional descriptions. The

inter-modality gap requires further integration to reconcile the vi-

sual sentimental representations with affective concepts of textual

formation. Considering that the content module is limited to the

benchmark of eight emotion categories, the large volume of text

corpora and the projection to vector space representations allows

the algorithm to enhance the expression effectively and strengthen

the compatibility between affective content and textual descrip-

tions. 
For the computation of the linguistic module, we leverage the

ord embeddings to calculate the textual features. First, we ex-

ract the deep representation of images from the basic CNN model

nd input it into the RNN to obtain the flat sentences. To discover

he relationship between inter-modal features, [57] adopt the ana-

ogue strategy to regard representations from different modality as

ag and its instance. Motivated by the analogue strategy, we ana-

yze the original descriptions and assign affective concepts to each

entence by clustering the word embeddings following the bag-

f-visual words algorithm. In other word, we generate a vector of

ffective concepts for each image in the linguistic module based

n the original sentences. We denote representations of affective

oncepts as A = { A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A m 

} , where m denotes the number of

ffective concepts, A j is a 50-dimensional embedding which is il-

ustrated in Section 3.2 . The word vector representations are ex-

racted by GloVe [64] , which is trained on a large-scale corpus,

.e ., Text8. We calculate the Euclidean distance from each word to

ffective concepts so that each word w is assigned to the near-

st concept. For each image, we statistic the frequency of affec-

ive concepts in a m -dimensional vector a = { a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m 

} . With

he m -dimension frequency vector prepared, serving as the textual

eatures output into the RNN to generate a sequence of words for

escription. 
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.3. Incorporating the visual and textual components 

In order to learn the distinctive factor for the generation of

motional description, we introduce a fusion module which serves

s a major block for preparing the context vector combining ei-

her visual and affective information. As the framework which au-

omatically generates emotional descriptions concerns the textual

xpression of visual emotions, it is necessary to cope with intrinsic

elations in various modalities [58,67] . We add the linguistic mod-

le to exploit the connections between visual emotions and tex-

ual descriptions. From the content analysis, we obtain fc 7 features

 I as deep visual representations for the input of LSTM. Besides, we

et the fc 8 feature vector E = { e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e 8 } represent the emotion

istribution [68] . Each entry in the 8-dimensional vector denotes

ne of the eight emotions separately. For each entry in e , it reflects

he probability whether the referring emotion is the right category

or the generation of descriptions, or the importance to give to the

motion in simultaneous consideration. On the other hand, we ex-

lore the frequency of affective concepts a to introduce finer se-

antic descriptions. Once the weights of emotions and probability

f affective concepts are prepared, the context vector x t is com-

uted by: 

 t = ϕ(x t , a, e ) , t ∈ { 0 , 1 , . . . , N − 1 } (7)

here ϕ is a function that returns an aligned vector for the set of

ord sequence information and visual content, and N denotes the

umber of iterations in LSTM. The goal of this function is to inte-

rate emotion information into the context vectors x t . Most of ex-

sting works in machine learning and computer vision project var-

ous representations from the original space to another [69] . The

ata of both modalities are usually converted from the original to

nother space for integration [67,69] . In this work, we simplify the

ntegration by concatenating visual and textual features and ex-

racting the principal vector whose length is aligned to the visual

epresentations. In detail, we execute the ϕ based on the Princi-

al Component Analysis (PCA) [70] for capturing major informa-

ion. We assign the 512-dimension of x t according to facilitate the

raining process and preserve the efficient components as well as

epresentation in the limited dimension. As a result, we are able to

onsider the extra affective information provided by the emotion

istribution e and frequency vectors of affective concepts a in the

nit of LSTM to enhance the emotional influence. In the formula-

ion of emotion, we further introduce the judgment on whether an

motion exists or not. Given the sentiment probability produced by

he fine-tuned CNN model, we introduce a threshold λ to control

he addition of emotions. While the maximum probability of the

motion probability max ( e ) > λ, we perform the fusion of emotions

nd context. Otherwise, the fusion is interrupted. In summary, it is

ormulated as follows: 

x t = ϕ(x t , C(a, e )) 

 = 

{
1 , max (e ) ≥ λ
0 , max (e ) < λ

(8) 

. Experimental results 

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the quality

f the affective captions derived from the proposed method. 

.1. Datasets 

To evaluate the proposed method in the generation of emo-

ional descriptions, we conduct experiments on the subset of Mi-

rosoft COCO dataset (MS-COCO, [2] ), namely the SentiCap, which

s annotated with adjective noun pairs (ANPs) in [39] . Note for

ach image, the SentiCap dataset provides six sentences with dif-

erent sentiment polarities, i.e ., three for positive and the rest for
egative. The ANPs are utilized in the description to express the

entiments in each image. In our work, we propose to predict the

ntrinsic emotion contained in image contents but not interchange-

ble sentiments with different annotators in mutual works. We re-

nnotate the SentiCap as well, resulting in 1593 positive image and

32 negative images according to the annotations. Annotators are

sked to vote for the emotion category an image belongs to and

hen describe it with proper concepts. 

.2. Evaluation metrics 

In this paper, we propose to evaluate our EmoCap method with

oth automatic metrics and crowd-sourced judgments following

he same fashion in [3] . Note evaluating the performance of the

ubjective generation remains to be a challenging problem in lit-

rature. Most existing works report the performance under com-

on evaluations, e.g., BLEU_1 or METEOR, against emotional cap-

ions which are re-annotated with affective concepts (as described

n Section 5.1 . For the aspect of crowd-sourcing metrics, we ask

articipants to give a subjective score on the two properties, i.e.,

istinctiveness and attractiveness, of each description for a given

mage. 

.2.1. Automatic metrics 

Following the same routine of the previous works, we employ

omprehensive automatic evaluations, i.e., BLEU, ROUGE, METEOR

nd CIDEr metrics, from the Microsoft COCO evaluation software

71] . For all of the four metrics, higher score values indicate better

erformance. BLEU evaluates a given transcription using the per-

lexity of the model which calculates the geometric structure of

he inverse probability for each predicted word. We also report

esults on METEOR, ROUGE and CIDEr as well for comprehensive

valuations. 

.2.2. Crowd-sourcing metrics 

We conduct a series of human evaluation experiments follow-

ng the criteria proposed in [72] . We employ five annotators for

ach annotations of the image and report the average score for

omparison. For each caption given its corresponding image, it is

equired to be rated with a 4-point scale: Excellent, Good, Bad,

nd Embarrassing. In the evaluation, we inform the raters that ‘Ex-

ellent’ means the caption contains all of the exact emotional de-

criptions for details presented in the picture; ‘Good’ refers that

he generated caption contains some biased descriptions like the

onfusions of amuse and awe, which turns to be not bad in ac-

eptance; ‘Bad’ means the caption may be misleading such as

he improper use of affective concepts; ‘Embarrassing’ means that

he caption is totally wrong, or may upset the owner or subject

f the image. In addition, the employers are asked to rate the de-

criptions in two aspects: descriptiveness and attractive. The de-

criptiveness inclines to the objective quality of sentences while

he attractiveness is more incline to subjectivity. 

.3. Implementation details 

We implement the EmoCap using Torch. The affection classifier

tilized in the module of content analysis is trained separately. Be-

ides the CNN model which is fine-tuned from the large-scale af-

ection benchmark FI, we train the affection classifier using the fa-

ous International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [73] , which is

he same emotion definition system with FI. The frequency of af-

ection concepts is built on top of the bag-of-visual strategy. The

xperiments are carried out with a TITAN X GPU. We implement

ur training processing against the pre-trained model from NIC

8] given the limitation the Senticap dataset, which is used to gen-

rate flat descriptions as well. We adopt a fixed learning rate of
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the predicted sentiment distribution (The curves), together with the generated caption (The middle text) with the preference of a specific emotion 

category (The red circle). Each point in the curve indicates a specific emotion, i.e., amuse, content, awe, excite, fear, sadness, disgust and anger for the indexes 1–8, respec- 

tively. Rather than the single peak in (d) and (e), the images in (a), (b) and (c) have multiple peaks which indicate a complicated sentiment contained in the image. We 

show an example caption for each of them. It is clear that the caption can express the proper emotion adaptively as is given by the users. 

Table 3 

Overall comparisons among the captions generated with sentiment derived by four methods. The 

‘EmoCap-T’ and ‘EmoCap-I’ denote the baselines which only consider the text and image informa- 

tion, respectively. We employ metrics including BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE and CIDEr for evaluation. 

We compare our model with the SentiCap as related concepts (ANPs) are accounted in the algo- 

rithm. λ = 0 refers to experiments without the judgments on neural or emotional images. λ = 0 . 6 

is the threshold for judging emotions. 

λ Methods BLEU_1 BLEU_2 BLEU_3 BLEU_4 METEOR ROUGE CIDEr 

0 SentiCap 47.2 23.7 13.4 12.4 11.0 26.3 62.0 

EmoCap-T 50.1 24.8 21.8 12.7 14.9 32.0 45.1 

EmoCap-I 53.5 28.0 24.4 16.7 15.0 33.6 51.7 

EmoCap 51.9 31.8 28.9 19.1 16.0 33.0 55.1 

0.6 SentiCap – – – – – – –

EmoCap-T 55.5 32.1 28.4 12.8 15.8 34.0 55.6 

EmoCap-I 57.2 33.6 29.7 18.4 15.7 34.8 57.8 

EmoCap 60.7 39.3 25.0 20.1 16.7 35.9 62.4 

Table 4 

Comparison of evaluations for images with specific emotions. We first split the dataset into 

subsets corresponding to their predicted emotion category. Then we evaluate the emotional 

descriptions of each subset independently. ‘P’ in the brackets means positive while ‘N’ refers 

to the negative. As shown, the images with emotions ‘Excite’ and ‘Disgust’ present relatively 

better performances in each polarity, respectively. 

Emotions BLEU_1 BLEU_2 BLEU_3 BLEU_4 METEOR ROUGE CIDEr 

Amuse(P) 41.7 27.4 20.6 16.7 16.1 30.7 53.2 

Content(P) 47.4 32.0 18.8 13.5 15.7 32.9 54.9 

Awe(P) 49.1 33.4 24.7 19.4 16.0 33.9 58.7 

Excite(P) 49.1 34.2 21.4 21.2 16.1 33.9 60.1 

Fear(N) 47.6 32.0 23.9 18.3 16.0 31.6 58.6 

Sadness(N) 47.8 32.6 24.5 19.4 16.0 33.4 61.7 

Disgust(N) 48.9 33.6 25.7 20.8 16.3 34.1 60.9 

Anger(N) 47.9 31.2 24.0 20.1 16.3 33.4 65.9 
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1e–3 and use stochastic gradient descent with momentum 0.9. We

use the perplexity as the stopping criteria, which is the geomet-

ric mean of the inverse probability for each predicted word. The

learning procedure takes 68 minutes at around 133 image-sentence

pairs per second. To evaluate the efficacy of emotion analysis, we

first compare the traditional captions with the emotional captions

in three steps. We extract emotional sentence in three conditions.

Two simple baselines are text-based EmoCap and image-based

EmoCap, respectively. In the text-based EmoCap (EmoCap-Text), we

skip the module of content analysis and just extract the frequency

vector of affective concepts. Due to the considerations on an im-

age without emotions, the emotional vector e in EmoCap-Text is

set up by an average distribution of probabilities rather than the
ero vector. In the image-based EmoCap (EmoCap-Image), we im-

lement the model without computations from the module of lin-

uistic analysis. The frequency vector of affective concepts is set up

imilarly as in EmoCap-Text. We denote the overall system as Emo-

ap which jointly integrates the word-level sequence and emotion

robability. ( Fig. 4 ) 

On top of that, we further develop the examination of emotions

nd compare the quality of descriptions related to different emo-

ions. We train the affection classifier in one-vs-all strategy and

valuate the sentence under corresponding emotion class. Com-

arisons among various emotion categories are shown in Table 4 .

o do so, we analyze whether the descriptions are different and

ow they influence the results. Based on that, we propose to judge
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Fig. 5. Evaluation on parameter λ against the overall performance with the four kinds of metrics, i.e., BLEU_1, METEOR, ROUGE and CIDEr. We test the set of λ values: 

[0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.9] for each metric. Under the valuation of BLEU_1, METEOR, EmoCap achieves the best performance while we have λ = 0 . 6 . Though the overall 

performances on the CIDEr tend to decrease with the increasing of λ, the performance of λ = 0 . 6 is comparable to the best. Therefore, in this paper we set λ = 0 . 6 . 
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mages with emotions or not since some images turn out to be

eutral with no strong emotions. For example, a picture showing

n empty office brings stimuli insignificantly into human states. It

ould be somewhat comic to describe such images with affective

ags compulsively. A distinction on whether the image is sentimen-

al or not becomes necessary. 

.4. Results analysis 

.4.1. Comparisons of direct and emotional analysis 

Table 3 reports automatic evaluation metrics for descriptions

roduces by SentiCap [39] and Our methods (EmoCap). Under the

ondition of λ = 0 , these models take no account of judgment

or neutral images. Both the SentiCap and EmoCap contains sen-

imental words in their descriptions. While EmoCap captures emo-

ional expression with emotion analysis, the SentiCap is trained

n annotations with both positive and negative annotations. Our

ethods show better performances in the automatic evaluations.

e assume that the usage of ANPs brings sentiments into image

aptioning but ignores the analysis of intrinsic emotions. There is

ardly negative sentiments exist in a positive image while the Sen-

iCap provides each image with annotations in either sentiment.

s for the comparisons between text-based EmoCap and image-

ased EmoCap, we find that the image-based EmoCap shows bet-

er results than text-based EmoCap in average. Given that the goal

f emotional descriptions is to enable emotional expressibility for

he picture, the analysis based on image content results in more
ccurate emotion predictions. From our experimental results, the

moCap shows the best performances with most metrics. The lin-

uistic analysis turns out to be not sufficient but supplementary

o the final decision of emotions. Conclusively, the combination of

oth visual and textual content (EmoCap) results in the best per-

ormances, which indicates the multimodal fusion captures more

dequate information than considerations on the single aspect. The

ddition of neutral image judgement ( λ = 0 . 6 ) will be discussed in

ection 5.4.3 

.4.2. Emotional distinctions 

In most of the affective classification tasks, confusions exist in

arious emotions and lead to higher error rate in prediction [74] .

n this paper, we propose to investigate how images with differ-

nt emotions (predicted) can be influenced. To conduct the com-

arison, we replace the training strategy of an affective classifier

ith the one-vs-all method. The tested emotion is treated as true

hile others are assigned with false. For each examined emotion

ategory, we maintain images predicted in the category and evalu-

te their performances respectively. Table 4 summarizes the quality

f the descriptions for the eight categories. The results indicate

hat images in the category of excite and disgust show better per-

ormances relatively. Excite and Disgust are emotions with high

rousal, which can stimulate human states easily. Their charac-

eristics make it sensible in human recognition and descriptions.

verall, differentiations exist in emotions and lead to various
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Table 5 

Crowd-sourcing evaluation results for the distinctiveness and attractiveness of generated image descrip- 

tions. The annotation rule can be found in Section 5.2.2 . As shown, the captions derived from the pro- 

posed EmoCap method achieve the best human preferences. The performance (%) in the attractiveness 

is about five points higher than the SentiCap, which indicates the description with emotions improves 

the understanding of images and attracts human attention. 

Rates NIC SC(1) SC(2) SC(3) SC(4) SC(5) SC(6) EmoCap 

Distinctiveness Excel 22.3 30.2 29.8 30.1 30.3 29.9 31.0 32.5 

Good 24.8 28.9 30.8 29.4 27.3 28.5 29.7 31.3 

Bad 30.2 25.7 26.3 24.3 26.0 25.5 26.9 24.8 

Emb 22.7 15.2 13.1 16.2 16.4 16.1 12.4 11.4 

Attractiveness Excel 16.7 23.1 24.5 23.8 25.4 23.9 24.1 29.4 

Good 20.1 25.2 24.9 25.6 25.0 24.7 26.0 30.6 

Bad 34.2 31.4 30.8 29.9 31.0 30.5 31.2 25.3 

Emb 29.0 20.3 19.8 20.7 18.6 20.9 18.7 14.7 

Fig. 6. Comparisons of three kinds of captions on insipid images. For each example, ‘Flat’ means the traditional captions derived from content-based algorithms. ‘Pos’ or ‘Neg’ 

indicates that the caption generators prefer a positive or negative sentence, respectively. We change the emotion probability vector which is fed into the LSTM to produce 

image descriptions with desired sentimental polarities. As shown, we can generate reasonable captions with different polarities for the flat images, which is more attractive 

and distinctive than the original description. In addition, the alternative caption generator is interpretable and controllable with subjective opinions given by users. 
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performances in captioning. More precision analysis is needed for

the development of emotional descriptions. 

5.4.3. Emotion judgement 

From the evaluation of emotional descriptions, we further an-

alyze the judgment of neutral images (refer to images with no

emotions). While we annotate images with affective concepts com-

pulsively, it would be improper to describe neutral images with

emotional sentences. Sequentially, we introduce the parameter λ
to control the addition of emotional expressions as given in (8) .

For the prediction of emotional probabilities ranged from 0 to 1,

where 
∑ 

e i = 1 , we recognize the image whose highest probability

greater than λ as images with emotions. When the highest emo-

tion probability is greater than λ, the representation { e, a } will be

integrated in the context vector. λ = 0 (in Table 3 ) means every in-

stance will be assigned with an emotion and it will generate emo-

tional descriptions. In this section, we set the λ with a set of values

to test to which degree the image can be recognized as neutral.

The automatic evaluation metrics are adopted as well. The set of

values for the parameter λ is [0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.9] and the

corresponding performance are shown in Fig. 5 . Despite the triv-

ial decreasing results under the CIDEr metrics, EmoCap achieves

the best performance when λ = 0 . 6 . The automatic evaluations
hen λ = 0 . 6 are reported in Table 3 as well. These performances

emonstrate that the judgement of emotional or neutral images

elp to provide better results in the captioning tasks. 

.4.4. Human preferences 

Human recognition is the clearest evaluation for the quality

f descriptions [56] . We conduct the human voting scheme fol-

owing [72] . Details of the human-sourcing evaluations have been

escribed in the Section 5.2.2 . Participants are asked to rate the

escriptiveness and attractiveness separately. Apart from the flat

escriptions generated by NIC, we also compare the emotional de-

criptions with the annotations from SentiCap [39] . As each image

s annotated with six sentences in SentiCap, we group them into

ix groups for a clear comparison. Table 5 shows human prefer-

nces on diverse descriptions. The flat captions generated by NIC

how somewhat comparable results in descriptiveness but less-

han-ideal performances in attractiveness due to the limitation on

motional expressions. The EmoCap takes the highest proportion

n rate ‘Excellent’ and ‘Good’ in human preferences. The perfor-

ance in the attractiveness is five points higher then the SentiCap,

ndicating the description with emotions improves the understand-

ng of images and attracts human attention. 
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.5. Application 

In the experiments of EmoCap, we analyze emotional descrip-

ions for various emotion category with judgments on image emo-

ions. Inspired by the polarized annotation from the SentiCap, we

onder if it is possible to generate sentences for neutral im-

ges with totally different emotions. Though we argue that such

nnotations are fuzzy for images with obvious images, it would

e funny and useful if we can translate a neutral image with

ositive/negative emotions. We propose to transfer the descrip-

ions of neutral images with the adjustment on λ. We extract im-

ges whose highest probability in the emotion vector is below

.6. We select these images and generate descriptions with pos-

tive/negative emotions. For example, we attempt to describe a

eutral image with amuse concepts We set the corresponding di-

ension of amuse as 1 and then send normalization of the vector

nto RNN and generate novel descriptions. Some examples are pre-

ented in Fig. 6 . For each of the neutral images, we adjust their

motional probability vectors and generate sentences with differ-

nt sentiments. While the EmoCap tries to annotate emotions con-

eyed by the image, we further develop the interchangeable de-

criptions of neutral images. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we aim to generate image descriptions with the

ecognition of different emotions. To achieve this goal, we develop

 framework of emotional captioning via transferring knowledge

rom the large-scale sentiment recognition benchmark. To quan-

ify the results of emotional descriptions, we adopt both automatic

nd human-sourcing metric for evaluation. Based on the genera-

ion results of EmoCap, we judge the necessity of emotional de-

criptions. We extract a proper threshold for the examinations of

motions and then apply the proposed method to generate posi-

ive/negative descriptions for neutral images. Experiments indicate

hat the EmoCap can generate sentences with desired emotions

or neutral images, which provides changeable understanding for

 given image. 
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